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The full score is the motion picture sound track written for the film Moira. The film style is 
depressing and dark. The story is about two teenagers suffer from human trafficking. I used 
orchestra instruments but also combined with band instruments like guitar, bass and drum set and 
mostly was using synthesizers and try to build a modern style sound track. Synthesizers are variate 
from pad, drones, pulse and even guitar synthesizer and bell. This film has a lot of action scenes and 
fights, so I tend to focus the music on character’s action descriptions. I use many combinations of 
instruments in different themes, such as harp and piano. Strings and percussions. Brass and 
synthesizers. Each one corresponds to a theme. 
 
The music divided to three characters’ themes. The main theme of the film, “Moira Theme”, is 
basically using harp and piano. Describing a feeling of innocent, dark and somber. Throughout the 
film, her theme goes from fearful to angry to infatuated and to angry again. The second theme is 
Christian’s theme, the main melody played by electronic guitar and bass. Christian’s music can 
remain mostly the same throughout the film with elements of anger, maturity, empowerment, and 
gritty determination all present. The last one is Mike’s theme, constitute by strings and drum. Mike’s 
theme represents his constant unwinnable battle. He’s a good person surrounded by ugliness with a 
struggle to not allow himself to be consumed by it. With the conflict between his protective nature 






The lives of two very different teens collide when they are abducted by a human trafficking ring. 
They must survive long enough for help to arrive, if help is even to come. 
Plot Summary 
Taglines: A vile crime against humanity in our own backyard. 
Genres: Thriller 
Moira Poster 
Director: Ben Richards 
Writers: Justin Drumm, Ben Richards 
Stars: Leah Evelynn Hummel, Matt Hudson, Brenda Jo Reutebuch 
Release Info 
USA  10 July 2021 (Fort Wayne, Indiana) 
Cast 
Credited cast: 
Leah Evelynn Hummel              ...     Moira' Amelia' Russell 
Matt Hudson ... Mike Russell 
Brenda Jo Reutebuch    ... FBI Agent 
Craig Lemons ... Fred 
Seth Hacker ... Captive Victim 
Paul Fierst     ... Human Trafficker 
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